WAJRA O’ FORCE
Journey Of Change
Saraspur

WHAT’S AHEAD
Resolution

PREFACE
The origin of our Wajra O’ force was basically stemmed
down from a passion to create an impact by our
perseverance and vivacity to work towards the
community development of the people of Saraspur.
It has been three years since our organization has
embarked on its journey for inclusive and
sustainable development of the community.
This report aims to encapsulate the essence of our
journey that we have taken so far by culturally
sensitive management of local affairs and outline
the future purpose for continuously striving for a
revolution.
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Our Journey
In the last two years we came across various experiences which helped us to analyse our own work and
to understand societal issues which helped us to evolve our commitment and energy over the years.

2016 - Dec

2016 - March
In March 2016, we started our pilot project of Saraspur
with a vision that people who are deprived of
government schemes avail the benefit so that their life
can be enpowered and in future with a vision of
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Projects like
Saraspur model implemented to prosper a whole region.

After our Baseline Assessment we
started with our most ambitious Jyoti
Campaign which aims to provide
unprecedented government schemes
and within 4 months expanded our
working horizon from 4 chalis to 18
chalis and also started literacy classes
for different age groups.

2017 - June
This year started with great enthusiasm and we
were able to fill about 25 RTE forms and also
celebrated Ganotsav in Saraspur primary school
and also started skill development classes and
initiated a new concept this Rakshabandhan in
which 50 women tied Rakhi to the police. We
also created an awareness campaign for using
Voter Id cards

2017 - Dec
On International Women’s Day the State Bank
of India recognised our hard work and gave us
a cheque of Rs 58,500/- for 8 sewing machines
and 2ncomputers. We started our sewing classes
in collaboration with Nehru Yuva Kendra. We also
conducted a health check-up camp specially for
women and adolescents. We started a counselling
and guidance center for addressing various issues
such as domestic violence, drug abuse etc.

2018 - Till Date
Consequently, in 2018 we set up beauty parlour classes do
that the women can financially support their family and also a
lot of energy went to find solutions for numerous adversities
that we faced earlier and also worked on reducing the
time taken to implement different schemes and recently we
conducted a medical camp in which around 140 children
were examined and the result was quite shocking as they were
suffering from various kinds of impairments and we have
pledged to provide sustainable treatment to these kids soon.

Vision
Our Vision is that even the most
vulnerable communities living in the urban
slums of Ahmedabad are able to have basic
necessities which can unshackle their
lives. The Wajra O’ force foundation
stands with them as a support system and
flourish the lives of the community and
carry forward this idea to different places.
Government Scheme
0km

Mission

The dream of empowering people by our work
and to strive towards a substantial change is a force
which is always beautiful and beyond description
- Ruzan Khambatta

Our mission is to improve the
quality of life and outcomes by relationship
building and creating a workforce of skilled
individuals who can take economic burden
on their shoulders and work toward socio
economic development and inculcate culture
of integrity.

Background
The Wajra O force empowerment foundation
commenced on its journey to work for women
and girls who belong to the marginalized sector
in the urban slums of Ahmedabad.

Issues that prevailed:
Fundamental Rights of Citizens
People were deprived of government schemes
Child Marriage was prevalent
Diseases due to drug addiction
Domestic Violence

Baseline Assessment

Increased our shareholder’s value and expanded from
4 chalis - 18 chalis in 4 months after our baseline assessment

A formative campaigning and planning
was done for monitoring and evaluation
of framework to be carried out and
this was done by our cluster
coordinators so that future plan of
action can be undertaken.
Areas Targeted

288

785
Parameters for Assessment

Data on various categories were collected
during the assessment process.
Income

Education

Household Facilities

Finance

5 Decision Making
Decision making helps in
evaluation and improves
the outcome

Checklist

1

We provide training at regular
intervals for our field staff and
coordinators

The Cordinators give the report
of everyday work which helps us
map our progress

Social Audit
Awareness Campaign
Capacity Building

Age Profile of our Beneficiaries

4 Training

Indicators are developed
based on conversation with
specific stakeholders

Daily Monitoring 2

Our Methodology

Impact Analysis

50%

24%

10-25 YRS

3 Ruhani
Quaterly Publication of our
Newsletter which encapsulates our
entire work

26%

25-50 YRS

50-70 YRS

How it Works

People

Guidance Documents Feedback Benificiary

The people who are deprived of
various government schemes or
do not have any government Id
proofs such as Aadhar, PAN etc.
come to our Saraspur office.

Our cluster coordinators guides
them to bring their required
documents which they required
for particular scheme/Id proof.

The required documents are
assembled at our office and the
form is filled by our coordinators
and then it is submitted to the
respective government offices.

The status of the submitted
documents is regularly
monitered online and is also
coordinated with different courier
facilities for timely delivery.
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So at the end the people who
were deprived becomes
empowered and at the end one
more smile and a success story
is added.

05

IMPACT DASHBOARD
Pan Card

3 800

No. of Beneficiaries

People availed the
Benefits of Government Schemes

Aadhar Card
Jan Dhan
Yojana

694

Voter ID
Ration Card
Sewing
Classes
Viklang
Sahay Yojana

Bal Kilol
Birth
Certificate

Maa Card Parlour Skills
Mahila
Old Age Saksharta Varg
Pension Plan
ABC

WIDOW
PENSION
PLAN

20

19

27

38

38

31

46

Government IDs

100
85

413
218

157

1378

Also we helped the slum people in availing various government I’d proofs such
as Aadhar Card, PAN card, Voter ID card which are a prerequisite nowadays in
availing diﬀerent government schemes but majority of the documents were not
present so our coordinators went to diﬀerent government oﬃces to get their
aﬃdavit, bonaﬁdes for these I’d proofs and eventually they can be beneﬁtted
from the diﬀerent government schemes.
We also opened JAN DHAN Account of diﬀerent people as a part of our initiative.
Earlier people were reluctant to open their bank accounts because of the trivia
that existed before and with proper counselling people came to know the
importance of bank account in availing subsidies and Direct Beneﬁt Transfer
(DBT) and know the importance of microﬁnance and microcredit but most
Our organization believes that learning from the best practices and experiences
importantly the women of the society felt empowered because after opening
that we have encountered as an organization creates framework for more
their accounts they started depositing their savings on a regular basis and gave
eﬀective and eﬃcient programs and operations.
them the feeling of ﬁnancial empowerment.
The counselling sessions that we have provided to the distressed families was in
BAL KILOL was started to cater the needs of those kids who were devoid of
itself a unique and path breaking experience that we have evolved in which the
educations and as their parents used to work as a daily wage laborer or
whole family was counselled so that we can involve everyone in our sessions
vegetable vendor in which along with the formal education, they were exposed
and providing a harmonious environment for the family as a result of it. We
to computer learning and also moral values like ethics and Indian culture to
received some amazing feedback and positive results and solutions. Problems
make them to responsible citizens of our nation.
like drug abuse, alcohol consumption were prevalent in the slum areas and we
were able to tackle the issues of Domestic Violence by strengthening the Health awareness campaigns were organized at regular intervals with regular
community as a whole and also saw a signiﬁcant improvement in quality of life. checkups and also awareness about contraceptives to be used which do not
Women who were earlier constrained and were afraid to speak up for their aﬀect the health of the women and the importance of Family planning helped
rights found a new conﬁdence in them and now they are able to express to make a diﬀerence and create an impact on the society by our diligent
themselves without any hesitation and together could conﬁdently tackle the eﬀorts.
problems of their own in future.

Best Practices

Wajra O’ Force offers holistic impact by developing a
whole region by creating a model of the work done in
the slums which will eventually benefit the people
on a large scale.

C S R

Baseline Assessment

SKILL GENERATION
We drive towards generating skills that support
financial inclusion and independence

TRANSFORMING LIVES
We are conscientious about the impact that
we create by our work

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
Corporate

Sustainibility

We are committed to provide a climate that
stimulates and supports development

Events at
regular interval

and

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT
Continuous Impact
Evaluation

Responsibility
Daily Monitoring
WAJRA O' FORCE
( SARASPUR MODEL )
has the capacity to
address critical
human needs and has
the capability to
deliver the journey of
change PAN India

Engaging Volunteers
Solving the most pressing societal challenges and
addressing the issues that create a long-term impact
is a CSR priority.

We invest in and encourage our employees to be
active in our communities

28000

Hrs of
Engagement
Weekly
Social Audit
Regular
Counselling

70%
Women Benefitted

30%
Men Benefitted

Social Impact
The best experience that we can
have in our life is to elevate people
around us .We present before you
the stories of our superheroes,
stories of change which will inspire
and energize us and to build a
beautiful life for the people of
Saraspur with our work and
affection

Dedicated to transforming lives, changing mindsets
and bringing about change in the society

Social Impact
Mahila Saksharta Varg

We firmly believe that if you educate a
Woman, you educate a generation.

Bal Kilol

A place where students continue to learn and
dream of a successful future.

Social Impact
Sewing Classes

We recieved a cheque of Rs 58,000/from SBI with which we got 8 sewing
machines and started sewing classes
to make women in Saraspur independent.

Surakshabandhan

Women tied rakhi to the Police officers on
the day of rakshabhandan, in return the
officers took an oath to protect them from
any danger.

Social Impact
Beauty Parlour Classes

Beauty Parlour classes were organised
to encourage women to start working
and become independent earners.

Handicraft Classes

Handicraft classes were greatly
appreciated as they were thoroughly
enjoyed by the women of Saraspur.

Social Impact
Felicitation of Fire Brigade Officials and Ambulance Doctors

They are real-life Hereos who strive
towards saving lives of people, and thus
deserve huge amount of respect.

Success Stories

Rami Ben
63 Yrs Old

1. Sankat Mochan Yojana
Problem
Rami ben is a 63 year old lady who believes in sheer
hardwork and earn her own living after the demise of
her husband a year ago. She earns her living by
attaching handles to polybags .
She and her husband were vegetable vendors and
making good money, but as her husband was
alcoholic he passed away at an early age without any
savings. Her younger son went into depression after
his father’s death.

Solution
So our Organization helped Rami Ben fill the form of
Sankat Mochan Yojana and collected all the required
documents and even assisting her to different
government offices to avail the benefit.

Impact
Finally she recieved an amount of Rs 20000/- and we
are optimistic that this will help her in her difficult times.

Kanku Ben
60 Yrs Old

2. Jan Dhan Yojana
Problem
Kanku ben a 60-year-old lady was coming from the Dena Bank after
depositing her money and told us that earlier I used to hide my money
safely from my husband as he once used all his money for his alcohol
consumption during the time of medical emergency two years ago
and his son health deteriorated during that time , and also sometimes
there is no ration in their house during the month end.

Solution
Wajra O' force foundation helped her and many other people for
getting enrolled under Jan Dhan Yojana by collecting all the relevant
documents and also availing different ID proofs within a given timeline
and coordinating with different bank officials. So in a true sense,
financial inclusion of the people.

Impact
She learned the importance of small savings every month and
now she teaches the importance of savings to every one .

3. Viklang Sahay Yojana
Problem
Vijay bhai unfortunately met with an accident and was
hospitalised for around 2 months due to which he lost
his job, but with his will power and determination he
runs a tailor shop along with the help of his family. But
as he went to Muncipal Corporation Office, he stood in
queue for around 3 days to get the form but was unable
to recieve it.

Solution
Wajra O’ Force foundation coordinators realised his
situation and collected the documents required for the
yojna and bearing all the expenditure.

Impact

Vijay Bhai
56 Yrs Old

Vijay Bhai finally recieved the benefit of the yojana in which he is
entitled for free bus passes and further he also recieved a wheel
chair, during our interview he requested as "Sahab yeh dekhiye
meri dukan ke bijli ka bill , yeh commercial reading show krta hain“
so we are in touch with Torrent power and we will be surely be
able to subsidise his bill.

Komal
19 Yrs Old

4. Government Scholarship
Problem
Komal is a bright student and recently passed her 12th
examinations with a score of 74% from commerce
stream and started her B.Com. but her family was
against her education and was not ready to pay her fees
in future and wished that she get married soon.

Solution
Our Organization came to know about this during our counselling
sessions and helped her to open her Jan Dhan account. She also
recieved her PAN card which made her eligible for government
scholarship for minorities and after getting all the documents we filled
her scholarship form and by pursuing the higher authorities she will
recieve a scholarship of 5000 per annum and is also entitled for
free education.

Impact
It was a proud moment to hear from her that she wants to become
an advocate in future and develop the society. She is the role model
for every girl in the community.

Bhikhi Ben
65 Yrs Old

5. Vay Vandana Yojana
Problem
Bhikhi Ben, a 65 year old lady, is a very enthusiastic person and is
full of life and a dominating woman who enjoys her work of supplying
milk to the nearby houses. After the demise of her husband 5 years
ago she has the responsibility of running the house on her shoulder
and to carry livelihood activities so that her family can sustain
themselves.

Solution
Our coordinators helped her avail the benefits of the scheme and
collected all the relevant documents. They also helped her fill the form
for loan for dairy farming so that she can expand her business of milk
distribution to the nearby areas.

Impact
So finally she availed the amount of Rs 4500 and Rs 500 per month.
So its worth to feel the satisfaction and impact that we can make in
peoples life which will always inspire us to serve more people.

Seeta Ben
36 Yrs Old

6. Widow Pension Scheme
Problem
On her husband’s death a widow generally foresees a life full of misery
and humiliation and as her husband died from deadly T.B. so after his
death she was humiliated and even beaten by her in-laws and was
about to commit suicide.

Solution
Our Organization helped her to earn livelihood by selling vegetables
and motivated her son to complete his education and provided her the
benefits of widow pension scheme by travelling with her to different
government offices.

Impact
Finally she availed the benefits of pension yojana after 6 months of
Rs 1000 per month. Seeta Ben is a regular student of our Mahila
Sakhsharta Varg and has now learnt how to read and write by her
determination and will power. We believe in providing emotive
behaviour therapy to the people which helps in providing them a
happier life and also creating a lifetime bond with us.

Geeta Ben
40 Yrs Old

7. Ration and Voter Id Card
Problem
Geeta Ben has to pay all her hard earned money to buy
ration as she has not recieved ration card to get subsidised
ration and oil which affected her overall standard of living.
Voter Id card is a fundamental right in constituition which
was denied to her.

Solution
Our Organization has helped her to get her Ration Card by
collecting all the required documents and subsequently her
Voter Id card formalities were also completed by our
coordinators in 15 days.

Impact
She was spending a huge amount of money on ration and
by getting the ration card within stipulated time, the money
saved can be used for the education of her daughter and
for upliftment of their living standards.

Manisha
18 Yrs Old

8. Aadhar Card
Problem
Manisha who attends our beauty parlour classes regularly didn’t had
Aadhar Card with her which is nowadays mandatory to get different
benefits like mobile connection, LPG subsidy through Ujjwala Yojana,
Antyodaya Anna Yojana etc.

Solution
Our Organization collected all the required documents that are needed
to get Aadhar Card and filled her form and submitted the documents
to the Urban Civic Center and within 15 days she got her Aadhar Card.

Impact
Manisha can now avail the benefits of Ujjwala scheme which can help
her reduce drudgery and time spent on cooking which was earlier a
major cause of illness for the household ladies and she can also avail
the benefit of Antyodya Anna Yojana which provide her subsidised
food

Raami Ben
80 Yrs Old

9. Pan, Aadhar and Vay Vandana Scheme
Problem
We found that this old lady previously was plundered by various fraud
people, and charging her extra for the above documents and then
they ran away with her savings which she has kept for her medicines
and her ration.

Solution
Our organization has collected all the required documents that were
needed for the above schemes and running from post to poll, with
charging a single penny from her we were able to get all the relevant
documents .

Impact
She has availed the benefit of Vay Vandana scheme ,and with the
help of the above documents various medical facilities at different
civic centre can be availed by her .

Hetal Ben
38 Yrs Old

10. Amrutam Card
Problem
Healthcare is one of the most neglected amenities amongst the people
of Saraspur because of the high cost and most people are neglecting
it despite the fact that there have been many premature deaths in the
area .

Solution
During our conversation at the Urban Civic centre we came to know
about the benefits of Amrutam Card in which the beneficiaries under
this yojana can avail cashless surgical treatments of various ailments
for all the BPL card holders .

Impact
As they were spending huge amount of money on various medical
treatments the money that was saved by our initiative was used in
savings and renovation of our house and providing better education
to their children.

Kanta Ben
22 Yrs Old

11. Sewing Classes
Problem
Kanta Ben was dependent on his husband earnings even if she want
to fulfill small necessities in life , and as belonging to a conservative
community she was not allowed to work in the nearby areas and doing
daily chores to make her own living .

Solution
Wajra foundation in collaboration with Nehru Yuva kendra and monetary
help from SBI started sewing classes as a step towards women
empowerment and soon our efforts and their dedication started
showing results and now the gleaming faces is our moment to
cherish when the come to sewing classes .

Impact
The impact created by sewing classes has been magnanimous and
now we have 65 beneficiaries who are certified tailors now and
earning their living by their hard work and motivating the others to be
the part of our initiative .

Seema Ben
38 Yrs Old

12. Beauty Parlour Classes
Problem
Due to the constraints of the space and the number of machine that
we have in our Saraspur office many women were not able to get
benefit from the training scheme and were feeling neglected.

Solution
Wajra foundation members during their monthly meeting discussed
about this issue and within a week we started our beauty parlor
classes at new timings and the women were excited with our new
initiative and learning the art with full enthusiasm , trying new hairstyle
each and every day and acquiring different skills everyday .

Impact
After a month people in the nearby areas used to call our new beauty
parlor specialists in events like marriage and they started earning good
money , and were very much happy with our initiative as we could see
that our office has became their second home , where they could laugh
wholeheartedly without any fear, which is one of the biggest
achievements that we have achieved .

D o m estic Vio len c e
C ases
The longer you remain
silent, the stronger
they get

1. Domestic Violence
Problem
Domestic violence is one of the most prevalent problem that we have
come across during our Saraspur and also involved physical violence
like kicking , punching etc and sometimes the women needed to be
hospitalised and despite our efforts to intervene we were not able to
address the problem effectively

Solution

Bruises Fade but the
Pain Lasts Forever

Wajra foundation came up with an idea of counselling centres in which
the husband and wife were counselled on a one to one basis by our
coordinators as we knew that if this issue is not resolved effectively
the domestic violence incidents would occur frequently in future .

Impact
Till date around 140 people have been successfully counselled by us
and , the incidents of domestic violence have dropped considerably
and the people are very much thankful to us by bringing back peace
and happiness in their lives and even the people from the nearby slums
are attending our counselling sessions

2. Domestic Violence
Problem
Kiran was shouting at the top of her voice and both the husband and
wife were using vulgar language against each other which infuriated the
situation even more and Kiran was locked in the neighbour house for
around 2 hours so that situation can be under control.Their child Sonu
was also being neglected and was not able to focus on his studies.

Solution

Becoming a victim is
not a choice, but
becoming a survivor is

All the coordinators of our organization took control of the situation as
other people were mere spectators so our coordinators took over the
situation calmly. These kind of incidents were regular in the slums and
were not addressed due to which it also have a harsh mental impact
on their children at a very young age , so during our counselling we
wanted to address this situation and a 2 hour counselling was
conducted with heated arguments in between but somehow we were
able to bring the family on the same page and made them understand
that these incidents can have very adverse effects.

Impact
So they understood the gravity of the matter and from the past 6
months they have been living happily and Sonu has regained his
earlier smile back.

3. Domestic Violence
Problem
Ranjana husband has been suffering from some serious medical
impairment and was the only earning member in her family , but now
he was bedridden and his brother in laws were not supporting in any
income activities , so Ranjana started selling vegetables, but her brother
in laws used to take up all the money and her mother in law accused
her of neglecting her family and daily chores and her husband also
used to beat her.

Solution

I discovered that the monster
wasn’t under the bed.....the
monster was sleeping next to
ME

After listening about the counselling centre , she came to our office and
she was happy seeing the environment that we provide, so after
listening to her story we came to know that she was planning to end
her life because of all the atrocities that she faced and as we know
that there are many legal actions that we can proceed but as we
believe in building families , we called her entire family and counselled
them.We organised a meeting with other people who have been
benefited by our initiative and talking to them they realised the
importance of good environment.

Impact
We assured that we will provide his husband cheap medical facilities
and also persuaded her mother in law to enroll for mahila Saksharta
Varg and we opened Ranjana’s bank account through Jan Dhan Yojana.

4. Domestic Violence
Problem

Kavita was expecting her third child soon and being a mother of two girls she
was being humiliated everyday and being abused and beaten up by her
husband because of the patriarchal mindset of the people of the society and
thinking a girl child as a burden to the family and so Kavita was hoping for a
baby boy but to add to her agony her third child was also a girl child and
despite being unable to recover from her delivery and the time when mother
needs nutrition and nourishment for the child she was brutally beaten up by
her husband and in laws.

Solution

Domestic Violence causes far
more pain than the visible
marks of bruises and scars

After hearing this news we were firm that, if after counselling the condition
didn't improve we would definitely take legal actions as sometimes stern
actions are required to give a message to the society. So as they came for
the counselling sessions we told that Kavita eldest daughter Aditi was bright
in her studies and if guided well she can go miles ahead , and by telling them
different success stories of women from different fields.

Impact
Her husband was unshackled from the narrow minded approach that he
used to carry and started crying in front of us , and from there it was a new
beginning for the family. We sometimes wonder that how much the society
needed to be changed and it can be changed just by heart to heart human
interactions.

Events at a Glance
Science City
A visit to Science City , Ahmedabad and
it was first time they knew the vastness of
our Universe.

Women’s Day
The happiness in their faces that finally
they have acquired sewing skills and when
they were recieving the certificate it seems
like it was their CONVOCATION DAY.

Christmas Day
When our founder Ruzan Mam turned
out to be a Secret Santa in their lives .

Events at a Glance
Valentine’s Day
Oath was taken by all the male members
of the society to stop domestic violence and
empower the women

Patang Utsav
The festival in which even the elders
remember their childhood and cherishes
each and every moment with these kids.

Beti Padhao Beti Bachao
As we believe, when we educate a
woman we educate a whole society.

Events at a Glance
Kankaria Lake
A visit to Kankaria Lake, Ahmedabad
where women of Saraspur enjoyed their
outing with an ebbulient smile.

Medical Camp
140 children were examined by the
doctors and in future they will be treated
free of cost to overcome their impairments.

Sari Distribution by
British High Commission

Events at a Glance

Gandhi Jayanti
Celebration

International
Girl Child Day

Sardar Patel
Jayanti
Celebration

Events at a Glance
Chevening
Alumni in
School
Meri Beti Meri
Shaan…Mera
Abhimaan

The Happiness
Project

Thank You
You have made real difference in the
lives of the people we serve

Wajra O’ Force Empowerment foundation
would like to thank all donors and supporters
for you continuous generosity on our
Saraspur project and extending your
contribution at the time of our need. Your
efforts have met with success and you have
made a significant contribution to bridge the
gap between the people of Saraspur.

Your contributions
can help us change
lives.

For supporting us feel free
to contact us on
Ph No. +91 9537771091

Guinness World Record
Wajra O' Force Empowerment Foundation smashes Guinness World Record
of the largest ‘Tug of War’ Tournament held in Ahmedabad

www.tugofwar.in
Wajra

O’ Force Empowerment Foundation, a city-based NPO, has smashed the Guinness World Record of
the largest Tug of War tournament held in Ahmedabad, in a strong pitch for women’s safety and the need for
empowerment. The tournament saw 6,282 participants and 698 teams in a test of strength.
This sport demands strong will and determination and the match was played as per the rules of the Tug of War
International Federation.
Wajra O’ Force broke the record of Bharuch District Administration wherein 4,672 people had participated in
January 2016.
On being asked what made you want to break the Guinness World Record of
Largest tournament of Tug of War. Ruzan Khambatta Director, Wajra O' Force
Empowerment Foundation replied that we called this tournament "Tug of War - A
war for women safety and empowerment". By breaking this record we wanted to
send a global message about Women Safety & Empowerment. She emphasized
that Women safety security is not a Gender Fight. It is a fight between Good and
Evil.

6, 282 Participants
698 Teams
80 Officials
73 Volunteers
10 Stewards
3 Witnesses

Life is a Tug of War. If you are a woman, you are always pulled along. Neither do
you possess the strength nor the inclination to pull and win. Life is unfair. But we
can make it fair. Continuous domestic violence, attack on women, inequality,
malnutrition and low health care is affecting the mothers and daughters of our
society. Like always we need to stand up and take action. We need to empower
them. Give them a life of Dignity.

2 CA
20 Tracks
41 Companies
34 Colleges
22 Schools
25 CCTV Cameras

Through this unique show of strength a successful connect with the masses was
established which resulted in large scale awareness and sensitizing them about
women’s issues with a bit of fun.

120 Security Personals

Sports Authority of India was the Technical Partner with support from Rasna, H. B. Kapadia and
Home guards.
This was the first such initiative by a non-government institution to promote causes of women’s safety, security,
empowerment, skill development, employment opportunities, gender sensitization and self -defence using a game
format. Teams from various schools, colleges and corporate houses competed with each other to win the coveted
title.

Dignitaries Quotes for PoliceHEART 1091

DEFENCE O’ DANCE
Learn the Art of Defence
With a Twist of Dance

Fire of Freedom, Power of Music

What is Defence O’ Dance ?
A unique signature action concept-based initiative to
teach self defence to women in a never to forget steps.
All these physical and mental techniques have been
specially designed so that it can help an 8 to 80 year
old women when needed.

Why Defence O’ Dance
There is no Superman or Superhero
who will come to protect you

Self help is the best help it is you and
only you who can help yourself

Events at a Glance
In ahmedabad Defence O’ Dance was held on 01/02/2015 at Sardar
Patel Stadium where 25000 women. Former CM of Gujarat
Smt. Anandiben Patel made this event a memorable one. The founder
of Defence O’ Dance Ruzan Khambatta in her speech asserted that her
main aim is to make women courageous enough to protect themselves.
Defence O’ Dance was also held in Mumbai, where it was a huge
success.

To inspire girls and women of all age groups to learn self defence in a never-to-forget
steps. To manifest that self defence steps are as easy as dance steps to learn. Mental
drill teaches how to overpower a perpetrator psychologically. Sisterhood and
bonding that comes from doing something together, standing up for each other.

Participants will follow the
dance steps as performed
by the choreographer

60 minutes specific sessions
to teach self-defence
techniques

Our Proposal

Mental Drill session explaining
techniques to use to overcome
an emergency situations
psychologically

For age group of 8-80

Testimonials
Name: Arpita Jaichandani, Music Student
Age: 20
Review:I participated in the programme because I believe that it is imperative
for a girl of 21st century to know how to defend hersefl in emergency situations.
The tricks taught in this programme were as easy as dance steps. Girls should
get such type of exposure at an early age as it increases their self-confidence.

Name: Sheela Mehta
Age: 19
Review:I am a college going girl. In my college I have seen girls facing the
problems such as eve-teasing, molestation etc. After attending the programme
my friends and I feel more confident. We were able to implement these steps
on a boy, and now are capable enough to defend ourselves in any situation.

Name: Charu Nair, Housewife
Age: 60
Review:I was brought up in a conservative family so I never got a chance of
education. I had a dream to become a Boxer but my parents got me married
at an early age. After attending Defence O’ Dance I was able to learn
self-defence techniques which were easy for me at this stage of life

Name: Jhanvi Gupat, School Student
Age: 14
Review:I am in 8th standard, I attended Defence O’ Dance which changed my
personality completely. I was an introvert before but now mu self-confidence has
risen. After attending this programme I also taught these steps to my friends in
the school. I am very happy as I have learnt to defend myself at this age.

LIFE SKILLS TRAINING FOR
THE GIRL CHILD “હું ”

The life skill training was organized by British High
commission of India , SATH organization,
Ahmedabad and Wajra O’ Force Empowerment
Foundation Ahmedabad.The training was imparted to
girl students of class IV, V, VI, VII and VIII. Life skill
training “હ“ું was imparted to 520 adolescent girl
students and 380 girl students participated in the post
training assessment.

The main goals of the project are
To enhance skills of adolescent students enrolled
in government lower primary and upper primary
schools to achieve their goals and to make informed
decision for better health and wellbeing.
To build capacity and skills of teachers and
schools need to address adolescent issues.
 Developed optimally and holistically as an
individual as appropriate within the developmental
stage
Developed daily living skills and personal-social
skills
Developed critical thinking, problem solving skills,
individual initiative, interpersonal and enquiring skills
Acquired knowledge of moral standards and health
practices that will prepare them for responsible
family and community life
Gained the necessary knowledge and skills to
interact with members of community.

For More info visit
http://wajraoforce.com/wajra/life-skills/

LIFE SKILLS TRAINING FOR THE GIRL CHILD
“હું ”

Rifle Shooting sports Training

SHOT GUN WITH SUPER GIRLS

150 women were empowered with Freedom
of fire with power of Guns.
Women around the world hear these 2 words “Women Empowerment” and it makes them pull
their shoulders back and hold their head up a
little higher.With an aim to empower women in
Gujarat, Wajra
O Force Empowerment
Foundation and The Ahmedabad Military and
Rifle training Association with support from
International Creative art society and Merciful
fate Foundation organised a Rifle Shooting
Training workshop called 'freedom of fire with
power of Guns' at, Ahmedabad.
"Time after time we witness a transformation in a
woman when she begins shooting. No Superman
will come to save you. It is you and only you who
can save yourself. Self help is best help. The
empowerment a woman feels at the range
translates into so many areas of her life. I'd love
to witness women become better shooters and
persue shooting as sport, as well as feel more
empowered, and inspire their families and
communities,"

For More info visit
http://shotgungirls.in/

